In addressing the global demand for clean and renewable energy, hydrogen stands out as the most suitable candidate for many fuel applications that require practical and efficient storage of hydrogen.
Introduction
Hydrogen, which has the highest energy density by weight with the combustion product of H 2 O being the only product, has been identified as the next generation clean and renewable energy source for a variety of applications, especially as an on-board fuel for vehicles (e.g., hydrogen powered fuel cell vehicles). 1 However,
Hydrogen as a gas has only a density of 0.09 g L À1 under standard temperature and pressure conditions. When liquefied, hydrogen exhibits a modest density of 70 g L À1 . But the extremely low condensation temperature of 20 K makes the energy consumption for liquidation substantial. Alternatively, hydrogen can be stored as a compressed gas under B35 MPa at room temperature with 15 g H 2 per L. However, such an approach may not be cost effective because the resulting product will have a low energy density, and there are some safety issues. Therefore, considerable effort has been directed toward materials-based hydrogen storage methods. There are typically two types of mechanisms for hydrogen storage: physisorption and chemisorption. In the first category, hydrogen binds to the storage materials that have a large surface area via van der Waals interactions. Examples in this category include carbon-based nanostructures and metal-organic frameworks (MOFs). 4 On the other hand, the atomic binding of hydrogen to the storage materials through covalent, ionic or metallic bonds constitutes the chemisorptive hydrogen storage. This category typically involves hydrogen-rich materials, often referred to as hydrides. Depending on the identity of the non-hydrogen moiety of the materials, hydrides can be further classified as (1) simple hydrides, (2) complex hydrides, or (3) chemical hydrides. Excellent recent review articles are available in which the structures, properties as well as the hydrogen storage performance of these materials are discussed. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] More recently, an interdisciplinary approach with implications for the development of new and improved hydrogen storage materials has emerged, that is, using extremely high pressures (e.g., in the gigapascal range). The application of high pressure to matter significantly alters the interatomic distances, and thus, the energy landscape by influencing the nature of the intermolecular interactions, the chemical bonding, the molecular configurations, the crystal structures and the stability of materials. New classes of materials having unusual stoichiometries and crystal structures, which have a wide range of novel optical, mechanical, electronic and magnetic properties, have been produced at high pressures. 12, 13 Being the simplest and most abundant element in the universe, for example, hydrogen itself has been intensively investigated at extremely high pressures. 14, 15 It has long been predicted to be a metallic monoatomic solid above certain pressures (e.g., megabars) and even to exhibit exotic quantum states such as a metallic superfluid and a high-temperature superconductor. [16] [17] [18] [19] As a result, the metallization of hydrogen has been the sought-after target that has received a tremendous amount of experimental and theoretical effort in the past several decades. While both progressive evidence and contradictive arguments were reported with respect to the target, 21, 24, 27, 29, 31, 39, 42, 43 the conclusions remain controversial, 44 leaving the high-pressure investigation of hydrogen to remain as a long-lasting topic. More significantly, the high-pressure development of functional materials with potential industrial applications, such as high-energy-density materials, superhard materials and hydrogen storage materials, has become a vibrant area of high-pressure research. 45 Analogous to the well-known ''flammable ice'' where methane forms a stable hydrate complex with ice under extreme pressure and temperature conditions, for example, hydrogen can be trapped in water cages to form clathrate hydrate at high pressures as well (more details are provided later), 46 shedding new light on hydrogen storage applications. Over the years, there has been an increasing number of examples of pressure-induced formation of new classes of hydrogen containing complexes.
In this perspective article, we discuss this unique aspect of the high-pressure investigation of potential hydrogen storage materials, mainly focusing on hydrogen-rich materials, i.e., hydrides. Not only has pressure demonstrated great promise for producing new structures and materials, but also many known hydrogen-rich materials have exhibited new transformations as well as totally different thermodynamic and kinetic behaviors under higher pressures than those present under ambient conditions. The large volume of recent high-pressure experimental and theoretical studies has revealed new knowledge that could be the foundation for further development of hydrogen storage materials starting from these precursors. In the following examination, we review only those hydrides that have been studied at high pressures experimentally (and discuss the available computational studies but we do not include materials that have been only studied hypothetically) in six categories: 47 (1) simple hydrides; (2) alanates; (3) borohydrides; (4) amides; (5) chemical hydrides; and (6) hydrogen-containing complexes. The included materials and systems are summarized in Table 1 .
Simple hydrides
The term, simple hydrides, mostly refers to binary metal hydrogen compounds with a formula of MH x formed by the direct reaction between molecular hydrogen and the metal (M). The chemically stored hydrogen can be released as molecular hydrogen in the reverse reaction at certain temperatures. Because of their light weight, alkali and alkaline earth metals are typically used for hydrogen storage applications. In these compounds, due to the larger electronegativity of hydrogen, the metal-hydrogen bond is considered to be ionic in nature. The interaction in other types of simple metal hydrides, such as in transition metal hydrides, however, is considered to be metallic or interstitial. In these cases, the hydrides are interstitial alloys that are formed between the metal and the hydrogen atom since the metal remains in its original crystal lattice positions while the hydrogen is inserted into its interstitial sites. Here we review only the former case, and include only those hydrides that have been studied at high pressures, e.g., LiH, NaH, MgH 2 , AlH 3 , and CaH 2 . 48 
LiH
Lithium hydride (LiH) is the simplest and lightest hydride of all kinds containing a desirable hydrogen content of 12.6%. Despite the high hydrogen content, the irreversible kinetics and high hydrogen discharge temperature (i.e., B1000 K) limit its hydrogen storage applications. Under ambient conditions, it crystallizes into a cubic structure with the space group of Fm% 3m (also known as a B1 rocksalt structure, Fig. 1a ) and has a cell parameter of a = 4.08 Å and a density of 0.78 g cm À3 .
49
Over the past few decades, LiH has undergone numerous experimental investigations such as those by X-ray diffraction, neutron diffraction, and Raman spectroscopy, as well as theoretical studies about its high-pressure structures and properties. [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] In addition, its isotopic substituted compound LiD has been comparatively investigated at high pressures. Using single crystal synchrotron X-ray diffraction, for example, Loubeyre et al. examined the high pressure behavior of LiH up to 36 GPa (and 94 GPa for LiD). 51 In their experiment, no phase transitions were observed over the entire pressure range and the LiH retained the B1 structure. Driven by the pursuit of other interesting properties of LiH at high pressures-such as lower symmetry and electrode structures, low-temperature melting, as well as metallization-numerous theoretical studies on LiH were performed. [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] The ab initio calculations suggest that the B1 structure will remain stable up to at least 226 GPa before a possible transition from B1 to B2 (with space group Pm% 3m). 58 More recently, Lazicki et al. performed static compression of LiH up to 250 GPa characterized by X-ray diffraction and Raman spectroscopy. 59 Their results further confirmed that the long predicted B1-to-B2 transition should occur far beyond the currently achieved pressure threshold. All the experimental and ab initio studies suggested a bulk modulus of LiH in the range of 30-35 GPa, indicating that LiH is highly compressible. The extremely high structural stability and compressibility of LiH suggest that LiH by itself may have limited application for hydrogen storage, but it may play a role when combined with other metal hydrides in the form of complex hydrides (see following discussion).
NaH
Sodium hydride (NaH) has a relatively lower weight capacity of 4.2 wt% H 2 . However, it also has a much lower decomposition temperature than LiH, i.e., 698 K, and has relatively good reversible kinetics. It crystallizes into a cubic crystal system, with the same structure as LiH, i.e., Fm% 3m, under ambient conditions. a For the H 2 containing complex, the data in the parentheses refer to the overall hydrogen content instead of the stored hydrogen only. b The data for the pressure and temperature range are only from experimental work. For pressure, the range refers to going from the ambient to the given value; for temperature, unless labeled ''Room'', i.e., at 298 K, the values refer to either the maximum or the minimum or to a range of temperatures under which the materials were investigated under simultaneous high pressure conditions. c XRD: X-ray diffraction; IXS: inelastic X-ray scattering; ND: neutron diffraction; INS: inelastic neutron scattering; RS: Raman spectroscopy; IR: infrared spectroscopy; AB: ab initio calculations. Using synchrotron X-ray diffraction, Duclos et al. studied NaH at pressures of up to 54 GPa and observed the expected B1-to-B2 phase transition at a pressure of B30 GPa (the B1 and B2 structures of NaH are shown in Fig. 1b) . 60 The bulk modulus was found to be lower than LiH as well, i.e., B20 GPa. In this study, the trends of phase transition pressure and compressibility in alkali metal hydrides were further established, i.e., lower transition pressures and higher compressibilities for heavier alkaline metals. However, due to its very low hydrogen content, NaH has not received as much attention as LiH until recently. Using ab initio calculations, Baettig and Zurek showed that it is possible to produce and pressure-stabilize a sodium hydride compound with a much higher hydrogen content, e.g., sodium polyhydride (NaH n , n > 1) at pressures of up to 25 GPa. 61 Although the decomposition temperature of 603 K was considered to be relatively low, the poor reversibility and kinetics were found to be major issues for direct application in hydrogen storage. 63 Under ambient conditions, it crystallized into a rutile structure (space group P4 2 /mnm, Fig. 1c, 4 by heating a-MgH 2 in a multianvil press at a pressure of 2 GPa and a temperature of 1070 K followed by rapid quenching. 65 Using X-ray and neutron powder diffraction, the g-MgH 2 was determined to have an a-PbO 2 type structure (space group Pbcn, Fig. 1c, 6 ). 69 Understanding the structural stability and bonding nature of MgH 2 is considered essential to improving its hydrogen storage properties. All of the experimental and first principles calculations suggest that all phases of MgH 2 have a strong ionic character as alkali metal hydrides. Thus, making its ionic bonding weaker, for example, by pressure modification and/or with other dopants, is a possible way to improve the dehydrogenation performance of MgH 2 .
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CaH 2
Calcium hydride (CaH 2 ) contains only 4.8 wt% H 2 and has a relatively high decomposition temperature of 873 K. Therefore, it is rarely used as the hydrogen storage agent by itself despite its relatively good reversible kinetics. 70 However, CaH 2 has been reported to be a good destabilizer for other agents, e.g., NaBH 4 in hydrogen storage applications. 71 Under ambient conditions, CaH 2 crystallizes into an orthorhombic structure (space group Pnma, Fig. 1d, 8 ). And at high pressure, only two experimental works are available. Using Raman spectroscopy aided by ab initio calculations, Li et al. reported a reversible phase transition at around 15 GPa where the high-pressure phase was found to be stable up to 42 GPa. 72 Tse et al. confirmed the phase transition using Raman spectroscopy, synchrotron X-ray diffraction and first principle calculations, and identified the high pressure structure as being P6 3 /mmc (Fig. 1d, 9 ). 73 Some other theoretical work has also been reported to interpret the crystal structures, electronic and dynamic properties, compressibilities, and the transition mechanism as well as to predict other possible high pressure structures. 74 
AlH 3
Aluminum hydride, or alane (AlH 3 ), has a high gravimetric hydrogen capacity of 10.0% and a volumetric content of 148 g L À1 , respectively. In addition, it has a low dehydrogenation temperature (i.e., 423 K) and other desirable properties for onboard hydrogen storage, such as the low cost of the aluminum metal and little environmental impact. 75, 76 However, the production of AlH 3 , or the hydrogenation process, typically requires the application of high pressure and other extreme conditions. 77 These requirements are a limiting factor in using alane as a practical hydrogen storage material. Therefore, some alternative methods to produce alane have been pursued with success. 78 Alane has rich crystal structures with several known polymorphs depending on the synthetic route. Using X-ray and neutron diffraction as well as spectroscopic techniques, the crystal and electronic structures for four phases (a, a 0 , b and g)
have been characterized for AlH 3 (or AlD 3 ). [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] As the most stable phase, a-AlH 3 has a trigonal structure (space group R% 3c) with corner sharing of the [AlH 6 ] octahedra ( Fig. 1e, 10 ). The a 0 phase takes on the a-AlF 3 orthorhombic structure with space group Cmcm -also with corner-sharing [AlH 6 ] octahedra but in an open structure with hexagonal holes (Fig. 1e, 11 ). The b-AlH 3 has a pyrochlore-type crystal structure (space group Fd% 3m) with the [AlH 6 ] octahedral arrangement with an open framework in several directions (Fig. 1e, 12 ). The g-AlH 3 adopts an orthorhombic unit cell with a space group Pnnm where two-thirds of the [AlH 6 ] octahedra are both corner-and edge-sharing ( Fig. 1e,  13 ). Among these four polymorphs, the a phase has the highest density and the b-AlH 3 has the lowest. At high pressures, a-AlH 3 has been studied by Raman spectroscopy and synchrotron X-ray diffraction. 79, [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] In the early studies at relatively lower pressures (i.e., up to 7 GPa), no phase transitions were observed indicating the high stability. 79, 88 When compressed to extremely high pressures (e.g., above 100 GPa), two phase transitions were observed at 60 and 100 GPa, respectively, resulting in the formation of two new high pressure phases: monoclinic P2 (phase II) and cubic Pm% 3n (phase III). 89 The Pm% 3n phase is a metallic phase with a remarkably simple cubic structure with Al atoms residing at (0, 0, 0) and (
2 ) positions coordinated with 12 H atoms, whose shortest firstneighbor H-H distances are just next to that in the H 2 molecule (Fig. 1e, 14) . Using Raman spectroscopy and synchrotron X-ray diffraction, Drozd et al. studied b-AlH 3 at high pressures. 92 The b-AlH 3 was found to be stable up to 6 GPa before a subsequent transformation to an a phase at higher pressures occurred. 
(Pm% 3n). 91 While the high pressure phase hp2 is consistent with the experimental result obtained by Goncharenko et al., 89 the other high pressure phase hp1 has not been experimentally confirmed yet. In both Tkacz's and Drozd's Raman studies on g-AlH 3 , it was also found that g-AlH 3 transforms irreversibly into the more stable a phase at above 12 GPa. 90, 92 In addition, Drozd et al. discovered that the g-AlH 3 is subject to X-ray 
In alanates, the alkali or alkaline earth metals carry a positive charge, and, thus, interact with the [AlH 4 ] group ionically. The AlH 4 À anion is formed by the covalent Al-H bond, which plays an important role in the hydrogen discharge and storage processes. 96 Under pressure, the charge distribution as well as the metal-hydrogen bond can be significantly influenced and, thus, the stability, and the dynamics as well as the kinetics of alanates may be completely different. Although many alanates are available either commercially or through a synthetic route, only LiAlH 4 and NaAlH 4 have been investigated under high pressure. 97 Thus, in the following section we only review these two alanates.
LiAlH 4
Lithium alanate (LiAlH 4 ) has a high gravimetric hydrogen capacity of 10.5 wt% H 2 and, thus, has been extensively studied for hydrogen storage. However, two major issues are the slow kinetics and the poor hydrogenation-dehydrogenation reversibility. 93 As a result, extensive effort has been made to improve these aspects, such as to use a Ti-based dopant or catalyst. 7 Under ambient conditions, LiAlH 4 exists in the a-phase with a monoclinic structure (space group P2 1 /c, Fig. 2a, 1) . 98 Using
Raman spectroscopy, Talyzin and Sundqvist observed a slow and reversible phase transition from a to b phase between 2.2 and 3.5 GPa. 99 (Fig. 2a, 3) . Using Raman spectroscopy, Talyzin and Sundqvist observed a reversible pressure-induced phase transition from a to b at around 14-16 GPa. 106 Subsequently, Kumar et al. 107 reported in situ Raman spectroscopy and synchrotron X-ray diffraction studies of NaAlH 4 at pressures of up to 27 GPa, where b-NaAlH 4 was determined to have a P2 1 /c monoclinic structure (Fig. 2a, 4 ) that is 12% denser than the a phase. However, it was found that the ball-mill synthesized NaAlH 4 undergoes a reversible pressure-induced amorphization at 6.5-13.5 GPa as characterized by synchrotron X-ray diffraction. 108 Several theoretical studies 109-112 on other possible high pressure structures of NaAlH 4 were also reported with important structural implications for dehydrogenation mechanisms, such as the prediction of a g-phase and a new high pressure phase of Ima2 above 20 GPa, 111 but no experimental evidence is available yet.
Borohydrides
Alkali and alkaline earth borohydrides [M(BH 4 ) n ], where M = Li, Na, K and n = 1; or M = Mg, Ca and n = 2, are another class of complex metal hydrides that have extensive hydrogen storage applications due to their light weight and high hydrogen content. 113 However, this class of complex metal hydrides generally has a very high decomposition temperature due to the strong covalent bonds in BH 4 À and the ionic bonds between the metal and BH 4 À . Therefore, much effort has been made to ''destabilize'' the agent, for example, by introducing a catalyst or by using compositional modification via reacting with another metal hydride. 7 Many excellent review articles about the progress on borohydride based hydrogen storage systems are available. 
Under ambient conditions, LiBH 4 crystallizes into an orthorhombic structure with a space group of Pnma (known as the a phase or phase II, Fig. 3a, 1) with the [BH 4 À ] tetrahedron strongly distorted. 116 Upon heating to 408 K, a temperature-induced (Fig. 3a, 3) . In addition, a new high pressure phase was observed starting from 10 GPa. This phase was labeled phase V and identified with a cubic space group Fm% 3m, a high symmetry lattice but with distorted BH 4 À anions (Fig. 3a, 4) . It is interesting to note that in each of the phases (I, II, and III), the Li + forms a tetrahedral, squareplanar, and octahedral coordination, respectively, in response to compression. The same group of authors subsequently mapped out the phase diagram of LiBH 4 ( Fig. 3b) by using in situ high-temperature (up to 500 K) and high pressure (up to 10 GPa) synchrotron measurements. 120 It is believed that the layered structures and deformations may influence the structural stabilities of its high pressure phases that in turn affect its hydrogen storage capabilities. 119 In addition, several theoretical calculations provide further insight into the high-pressure structures and stabilities of the known phases of LiBH 4 as well as other possible structures at high pressures.
121-124
NaBH 4
Having a gravimetric hydrogen content of 10.6%, sodium borohydride (NaBH 4 ) is the most extensively studied of all borohydrides as a promising fuel source for the future hydrogen economy. [125] [126] [127] [128] With a high decomposition temperature (i.e., 673 K), NaBH 4 typically provides hydrogen via hydrolysis instead of through thermal activation, providing a remarkably high hydrogen yield (i.e., B21 wt%): NaBH 4 crystallizes into a cubic structure (space group Fm% 3m, known as the a phase) under ambient conditions (Fig. 4a, 1) .
129
Using Raman spectroscopy and thermal conductivity analysis, Sundqvist and Anderson 130 reported a low temperature phase below 190 K, which has a tetragonal structure of P% 42 1 c (known as b-NaBH 4 , Fig. 4a, 2) . 131, 132 Using Raman spectroscopy, Araújo et al. reported a pressure-induced phase transition at B10 GPa. 133 Using synchrotron X-ray diffraction, almost concurrently, Kumar and Cornelius investigated NaBH 4 up to 30 GPa. 134 It was found that a-NaBH 4 transforms to b-NaBH 4 at 6.3 GPa, indicating that the high pressure and the low temperature phases are identical. Further compression to 8.9 GPa resulted in the transition to an orthorhombic phase (space group Pnma) known as g-NaBH 4 . These observations were further confirmed by later X-ray and neutron diffraction and first principles calculations. 135 Using synchrotron powder diffraction aided by ab initio calculations, Filinchuk et al. 136 resolved the detailed crystal structure of g-NaBH 4 as a BaSO 4 -type structure (Fig. 4a, 3) . These structures were well reproduced by later density functional theory calculations. [137] [138] [139] [140] Using in situ Raman spectroscopy and synchrotron X-ray diffraction, George et al. mapped the phase diagram of NaBH 4 at pressures of up to 17 GPa and temperatures of up to 673 K (Fig. 4b) . 141 
KBH 4
Potassium borohydride (KBH 4 ) has a relatively high hydrogen content of 7.4 wt%, and, thus, has been investigated as a potential lightweight hydrogen storage material as well. Practically, it is often used in combination with other ''lighter'' metal hydrides in the bimetallic form for improved hydrogen content and storage performance. 142 KBH 4 crystallizes in the NaCl type cubic structure (space group Fm% 3m), known as the a phase, under ambient conditions. 132, 143 Using in situ Raman spectroscopy, and synchrotron X-ray diffraction aided by density functional calculations, Kumar et al. 144 investigated the high pressure behavior of KBH 4 up to 20 GPa. It was found that the a-KBH 4 phase transforms into tetragonal b-KBH 4 (space group P% 42 1 c) at 3.8 GPa and then into the orthorhombic g-KBH 4 phase (space group Pnma) at 6.8 GPa, which is similar to the phase transition sequence observed for the iso-structural NaBH 4 discussed earlier. The structures are thus identical to those of NaBH 4 (see Fig. 4a ). Reproduced with permission. 141 
Ca(BH 4 ) 2 has rich crystal polymorphs depending on the particular synthetic conditions. For instance, Ca(BH 4 ) 2 prepared by the desolvation of commercial Ca(BH 4 ) 2 Á2THF crystallizes into an a-phase with an orthorhombic structure (space group Fddd or F2dd shown in Fig. 5, 1 or 2) , which is believed to be the primary stable phase at both room and lower temperatures. 153 However, other space groups were also proposed later, making the structure of the a-phase Ca(BH 4 ) 2 still controversial. 154, 155 Upon annealing to high temperature or by ball milling, the a-phase Ca(BH 4 ) 2 can be irreversibly transformed to a new structure (labeled as the b-phase, Fig. 5, 3) . and NaNH 2 , the only two amides that have been investigated at high pressures so far.
LiNH 2
Although containing only 8. (9) Under ambient conditions, LiNH 2 crystallizes into a tetragonal structure with space group I% 4 (known as a-phase, Fig. 6a, 1) . Upon compression to B12 GPa, Chelleppa et al. observed a reversible structural transition to a b phase as characterized by in situ Raman spectroscopy. 171 Very recently, using in situ synchrotron X-ray diffraction aided by first principles calculations, Huang et al. 172 resolved the structure of the high pressure b-LiNH 2 as a monoclinic P2 1 (Fig. 6a, 2) , which is 11% denser than the a phase. More recently, theoretical studies have predicted new high pressure structures for LiNH 2 . 
NaNH 2
Although it has a lower hydrogen content (i.e., 5.2%) than LiNH 2 , sodium amide (NaNH 2 ) can still play an important role in facilitating hydrogen release when used in conjunction with other metal hydrides (e.g. LiAlH 4 or MgH 2 ) by forming intermediate hydride complexes. 174, 175 NaNH 2 crystallizes into an orthorhombic cell under ambient conditions with space group Fddd (Fig. 6b) . Using combined in situ Raman and infrared absorption spectroscopy, Liu and Song observed two reversible pressure-induced phase transitions at 0.9 and 2.0 GPa, respectively. 176 The high pressure phase is believed to be disordered or amorphous. No X-ray diffraction data are currently available to resolve the high pressure structures, although a recent computational work predicted new high pressure structures for NaNH 2 . 177 
Chemical hydrides
Similar to complex metal hydrides, chemical hydrides also contain a large capacity of hydrogen. The difference is that this class of materials does not contain metal elements and, thus, is a covalent compound in nature. As a result, chemical hydrides are typically used as one-way hydrogen storage materials with only dehydrogenation processes. The representative materials in this category are diborane and ammonia borane.
B 2 H 6
Diborane (B 2 H 6 ) is the simplest stable boron hydride with an extremely high hydrogen content of B22%. Compared to other hydrides, it has a very low decomposition temperature with positive heat of formation, so the dehydrogenation is readily spontaneous due to its thermodynamic instability. Despite these desirable properties, however, diborane by itself has not been attempted as a hydrogen storage material from technical perspective because of the cost and other safety issues. Instead, it has been most studied because of its peculiar structural chemistry. 178 Due to the electron deficiency, for example, it has hydrogen bridge bonds that are found only in the borane family. Especially at high pressures, it has been predicted to transform into a stable phase with a structure of a very high hydrogen density, making the application for hydrogen storage an interesting possibility. 179 Under ambient conditions, diborane is a flammable gas and solidifies at 108 K. At ambient pressure and below 60 K, solid diborane crystallizes into the a phase with an orthorhombic structure, while annealing to above 90 K results in the formation of the b phase (space group P2 1 /n, Fig. 7a ). Using Raman and infrared absorption spectroscopy, Murli and Song investigated the high pressure structures of diborane up to 50 GPa at room temperature. 180, 181 A liquid to solid transition was observed at B4 GPa. Further compression resulted in the formation of two additional solid phases at around 7 and 14 Gpa, respectively, as evidenced by the different characteristic modes occurring across these boundaries. However, the high pressure crystal structures have not been characterized by X-ray diffraction. A recent simulation work indicated that the high pressure phase I is identical to the low-temperature phase, b-B 2 H 6 . 182 Other interesting high pressure structures of B 2 H 6
were also predicted, but no new experimental data are available so far.
183,184
NH 3 BH 3
Ammonia borane (NH 3 BH 3 ) contains over 19 wt% H 2 and 150 g H 2 per L and has been studied and reviewed extensively for on-board hydrogen storage applications. [185] [186] [187] [188] [189] [190] [191] At room temperature and under ambient pressure, NH 3 BH 3 is a stable solid. Hydrogen can be released by heating NH 3 BH 3 to temperatures ranging from 350 K to 410 K, yielding polyaminoborane (BH 2 NH 2 ) x exothermically; continued heating results in the release of a second equivalent hydrogen at temperatures from 380 K to 470 K, yielding polyiminoborene (BHNH) x and borazine (B 3 N 3 H 6 ):
Because of the slow kinetics, however, a catalyzed dehydrogenation mechanism, or hybridization with other metal hydrides, [192] [193] [194] or other ammonia borane derivatives (e.g., LiNH 2 BH 3 and NaNH 2 BH 3 ), is being developed for practical hydrogen storage applications. 195 At room temperature, NH 3 BH 3 adopts a tetragonal structure with the space group I4mm (Fig. 7b, 2) . 196, 197 This molecular crystal undergoes a phase transition from an orientationally disordered tetragonal phase to an orthorhombic structure when cooled to 225 K, 198 resulting in a significant change in the lattice dynamics. [199] [200] [201] [202] However, the molecular structure of the NH 3 BH 3 molecule is preserved. This orthorhombic structure was shown to have the space group Pmn2 1 (Fig. 7b, 3) . 196, 203 Early spectroscopy studies have demonstrated that NH 3 BH 3 undergoes two phase transitions upon compression to 4 GPa. 204, 205 Later, Lin et al. 206 and Xie et al. 207 performed independent high-pressure studies on ammonia borane up to 20 GPa using Raman spectroscopy and combined Raman/IR spectroscopy, respectively, and similar new phase transitions were found in the higher pressure regions in both studies. The crystal structures of these new high-pressure phases were subsequently examined by X-ray diffraction measurements and theoretical calculations by Filinchuk et al. 208 and Chen et al. 209 They consistently established that at room temperature and above 1.5 GPa, NH 3 BH 3 crystallizes into a new ordered orthorhombic structure (space group Cmc2 1 , Fig. 7b, 4) . Further high-pressure X-ray and neutron diffraction experiments and density functional calculations confirmed these observations, but also proposed a new triclinic structure with a space group of P1 above 8 GPa. 210 Most recently, Wang et al. 211 investigated the structural and dynamical properties of ammonia borane at high pressures up to 60 GPa using molecular dynamics simulations, which helped with the understanding of the relationship and the transformation mechanisms among the three known P2 1 , Fig 7b, 5) at above 12.9 GPa as characterized by in situ synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction aided by density functional calculations. A more recent high-pressure Raman study up to 65 GPa suggested a new phase transition at 27 GPa. 216 All of this new information has allowed the updating of the phase diagram of NH 3 BH 3 as shown in Fig. 7c .
Hydrogen-containing complexes
Hydrogen storage in molecular systems is a relatively new and alternative approach that stems from the discovery of the formation of novel hydrogen-containing complexes under high pressure conditions. These complexes are typically supermolecular compounds, or clathrate materials, with guest-host structures, where host molecules form inclusional cages or some other framework structures, and hydrogen was either enclosed or stored as a guest molecule. [217] [218] [219] The distances between the host and the guest molecules are typically in the order of van der Waals interactions, implying that no conventional chemical bonds were formed between the host and guest. It was found that pressure can serve as an effective driving force to facilitate the formation of novel complexes between hydrogen and other simple molecules, such as CH 4 (Fig. 8 inset) . The stoichiometry and transformations of these compounds were subsequently examined as a function of pressure by X-ray, infrared and Raman studies conducted by the same group.
222
The pressure-composition phase diagram is shown in Fig. 8 hydrogen clathrates under high pressures as characterized by X-ray diffraction and Raman spectroscopy. A C 1 (clathrate 1) structure that contains 36 water molecules hosting 6 hydrogen molecules (i.e., H 2 O : H 2 = 6 : 1) in a unit cell was formed at B0.7 GPa and room temperature. This C 1 phase adopts the trigonal crystal structure of ice II (space group R% 3) with ordered protons (Fig. 9a, 1) . [258] [259] [260] [261] [262] [263] [264] [265] [266] In 2010, Strobel et al. reported the formation of a similar complex formed between germane (GeH 4 ) and hydrogen. 267 Using optical microscopy, Raman and IR spectroscopy as well as synchrotron diffraction, a new molecular complex with an approximate stoichiometry of GeH 4 (H 2 ) 2 and a cubic crystal structure 268 was characterized above 7.5 GPa. However, the complex became unstable above 17 GPa due to decomposition. A follow-up computational work investigated the structural, electronic and dynamic properties of this complex with the prediction of new high pressure structures. 269 Although silane and germane may not have significant potential for hydrogen storage, from a practical point of view due to cost and safety issues, their unusual bonding mechanisms and covalent bond destabilizations have important implications for the development of hydrogen-rich, molecular-based storage materials. 271 The complex reaction kinetics, the bonding variations, and the slow reaction rates provided additional clues for designing new complexes for practical hydrogen storage applications. Almost concurrently, Chelleppa et al. reported a pressure-induced interaction of the NH 3 BH 3 -H 2 system up to 60 GPa using Raman spectroscopy. 272 The formation of two complexes at 6.7 GPa and 10 GPa was observed and additional structural, dynamic and kinetic information about the complex was discussed.
Ar-H 2 and Xe-H 2
Noble gas elements with closed electronic structures are considered inert under ambient conditions but can exhibit significantly different reactivities at high pressures, even with hydrogen. Originally driven by the pursuit of metallic hydrogen, 273 for example, the argon-hydrogen mixture was studied up to 175 GPa by Loubeyre et al. in 1994. 274 Using optical microscopy, Raman spectroscopy and synchrotron single crystal X-ray diffraction, a new stoichiometric complex Ar(H 2 ) 2 was observed at 4.3 GPa. This complex has a C14 Laves structure (isomorphous to MgZn 2 ) with space group P6 3 /mmc (Fig. 11a) . The structure and stability of this complex have been subsequently investigated extensively at low temperatures down to 30 K by Raman and infrared measurements, [275] [276] [277] [278] [279] [280] and up to 250 GPa by theoretical calculations. [281] [282] [283] [284] Similarly, xenon was also found to exhibit an enhanced interaction with hydrogen under compression. Using optical microscopy and Raman scattering, Jephcoat et al. 285 observed the formation of a stoichiometric phase of solid Xe-H 2 at 5.3 GPa from a 7.5 vol% Xe-H 2 mixture. In 2010, Somayazulu et al. 286 obtained the Xe-H 2 single crystal at 4.9 GPa and subsequently characterized its structure by optical spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction. This unique hydrogen-rich complex is estimated to have a stoichiometry of Xe(H 2 ) 7 in a hexagonal crystal structure (space group R3) that can be viewed as a tripled solid hydrogen lattice modulated by layers of xenon (Fig. 11b) . In a follow-up ab initio calculation, Kaewmaraya et al.
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attempted to provide an additional understanding of the electronic and bonding properties of such a complex. Once again, from the practical hydrogen storage perspective, although noble gas is not desirable due to the cost and extreme conditions required, the usual bonding properties and novel reactivities under high pressure may provide clues for the development of new hydrogen storage materials.
Conclusions and outlook
In this perspective article, we have reviewed a wide range of the most representative hydrides as promising hydrogen storage materials investigated under high pressures in recent years.
The new structures, the enhanced hydrogen content, and the novel stoichiometry of hydrogen complexes demonstrate great promise for hydrogen storage application for these materials. Pressure as a simple and yet effective driving force has emerged as an alternative approach to developing new potential hydrogen storage materials. Understanding the structures and stabilities as well as the thermodynamic and kinetic properties of these materials, such as those of individual hydrides in various categories reviewed in this article, is of fundamental importance, and constitutes the first step in utilizing high-pressure to develop new materials with hydrogen storage potential and/or to enhance hydrogen storage capacity. The novel structures and phases discovered under high pressures, as well as the pressure-dependent electronic and bonding properties have provided key information on the (de)hydrogenation mechanisms and, thus, have important implications for enhancing hydrogen storage performance. The extensive and increasing research effort on the highpressure study of potential hydrogen storage materials represents an exciting long-term research frontier. For practical applications, it would be desirable to retrieve the novel hydrogen-rich systems once they are produced under extreme pressure or temperature conditions. Ideally, the formation pressures and temperatures used should be close to ambient conditions for practical bulk industrial production. To achieve this goal, the structures and the hydrogen storage/ release properties need to be systematically investigated under an extended array of pressure-temperature conditions. Some new emerging hybrid hydrides (e.g., LiNH 2 BH 3 and NaNH 2 BH 3 ) 195 that have rarely been investigated at high pressures may allow hydrogen storage and release under milder conditions and with more efficiency. In addition, more complicated systems such as the three-component system (A-B-H 2 ), where A is the hydrogen storage host, and B is the ''catalyst'' that may help to stabilize the formation of the new complex both at high pressures and under near ambient conditions, 288, 289 could open a new avenue for the high-pressure development of hydrogen storage materials. Finally, more rational theoretical calculations are needed to assist with the prediction and design of novel hydrogen storage materials under high pressure conditions.
